
Long Gang Machinery Co., Ltd., set up by a technical expert with 
over 20 years of experience in the industry, specializes in esigning 

and manufacturing hole processing machinery and special dedicated 
machinery: CNC turret drilling and tapping machines, automatic high-
speed vertical/horizontal drilling and  tapping machines, hydro-pneumatic 
drilling machines, multi-spindle heads, and machine tools of many other 
types. 

The company is committed to turning out innovative machine tools using 
the latest production facilities and quality control systems. Its stringent, 
in-house quality testing and inspection plays an essential role in product 
optimization. The firm also does its utmost to cut production costs and 
enhance the efficiency of production so that it can offer superb products at 
reasonable prices to help customers increase their profit margins.

CNC turret drilling and tapping machines are among the many Long 
Gang products that are widely used and highly regarded by customers 
worldwide. They easily meet the toughest demands, delivering precision 
machining at high spindle speeds coupled with heavy-duty cutting. The 
machines feature a uni-body cast head/ nose, hexagon turret, and extra-
durable Z-axis slide driven by high-quality Japanese roller bearings directly 
interacting with a brake motor. These are the first such machines in Taiwan 
to use Japanese roller bearings.

All of Long Gang’ sproductsincorporate transmission gears made of 
special steel materials that are high-frequency carburized, heat treated, 
and precision ground to assure standardization, durability, and stability of 
output. The products are ideal for the processing of parts and components 
for automotive, powered two-wheeler, bicycle, aeronautical, engineering, 
pneumatic, hydraulic, painting/ coating tool, air tool, electronic, and 
healthcare equipment applications.

Long Gang Machinery Co., Ltd.
CNC turret drilling and tapping machines, automatic drilling and tapping 
machines, hydro-pneumatic drilling machines, multispindle heads, 
dedicated machinery
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